
 

 

 

Press Quotes 
 
“There’s much to admire about The Aaron Clift Experiment . . . They can convincingly range 
from pure power to more delicate inferences in the same song.” | Prog Magazine 
 
“Intricate and subtle yet with raw passion at its heart, The Aaron Clift Experiment is one of the 
most exciting and interesting bands currently writing and playing music today.” | Progradar 
 
“The music of The Aaron Clift Experiment is melodic, hard, and spellbinding.” | Music from the 
Other Side of the Room 
 
“An absolute perfect experiment of music blending every instrument and voice into a beautiful 
ocean of sound.” | Rocktopia 
 
“A very versatile group, with solid talent.” | Improvijazzation Nation 
 
“Unquestionably a band worth listening to.” | The Prog Report 
 
“There is a journey to be taken while listening to The Aaron Clift Experiment’s songs, and for me 
that is one of the most appealing aspects of progressive music.” | Dr. Music’s Weekly Checkup 
 
“The Aaron Clift Experiment strikes a nerve right away . . . pleasing as well as entertaining for 
the ears and mind, a true prog experience.” | Closet Concert Arena 
 
“The Aaron Clift Experiment knows how to craft beautiful song structures and make judicious 
use of time, space, and shifting moods, creating a new progressive music for the 21st Century.” 
| Exposé 
 
“Hosting a distinctive sound and attitude that separates them from the pack and the old days, 
this bunch has the skills to pay the bills and spearhead a real prog revival.” | Midwest Record 
 
“This is a group of very talented musicians with a solid mastery of the progressive format.” | 
Classic Rock Revisited 
 
“The Aaron Clift Experiment offers a varied, entertaining, often rousing listening experience.” | 
BabyBlaue Prog Reviews 
 
For press inquiries, please contact: press@aaronclift.com 
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